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Abstract

As software systems become more complex the over-

all system structure – or software architecture – becomes

a central design problem. An important step towards an

engineering discipline of sofware is a formal basis for de-

scribing and analyzing these designs. In this paper we

present a theory for one aspect of architectural descrip-

tion: the interactions between components. The key idea is

to dejine architectural connectors as explicit semantic en-

tities. These are speci$ed as a collection of protocols that

characterize each of the participant roles in an interaction

and how these roles interact. We illustrate how this scheme

can be used to define a variety of common architectural

connectors. We provide a formal semantics and show how

this leads to a sound deductive system in which architec-

tural compatibility can be checked in a way analogous to

type checking in programming languages.

1 Introduction

As software systems become more complex the over-

all system structure – or software architecture – becomes

a central design problem. Design issues at this level in-

clude gross organization and control structure, assignment

of functionality to computational units, and high-level in-

teractions between these units. While the design of a good

software architecture has always been a significant factor

in the success of any large software system, it is only re-

cently that the specific topic of software architecture has
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been identified as a focus for research and development

in workshops [11, 20], government funding and industrial

development [14],

The importance of software architecture for practicing

software engineers is highlighted by the ubiquitous use of

architectural descriptions in system documentation. Most

software systems contain a description of the system in

terms such as “client-server organization,” “layered sys-

tem,” “blackboard architecture,” etc. These descriptions

are typically expressed informally and accompanied by

box and line drawings indicating the global organization of

computational entities and the interactions between them.

While these descriptions may provide useful documen-

tation, the current level of informality limits their useful-

ness. It is generally not clear precisely what is meant by

such an architectural description. Hence it may be impos-

sible to analyze the architecture for consistency or infer

non-trivial properties about it. Moreover, there is virtually

no way to check that a system implementation is faithful to

its architectural design.

Evidently, what is needed is a more rigorous basis for

describing software architectures. At the very least we

should be able to say precisely what is the intended mean-

ing of a box and line description of some system. More

ambitiously, we should be able to check that the overall

description is consistent in the sense that the parts fit to-
gether appropriately. More ambitiously still, we would like

a complete theory of architectural description that allows

us to reason about the behavior of the system as a whole.

In this paper we describe a first step towards these goals

by providing a formal basis for specifying the interactions

between architectural components. The essence of our

approach is to provide a notation and underlying theory

that gives architectural connection explicit semantic status.

Specifically, we provide a formal system for specifying ar-
chitectural comrecto~ types. The description of these con-
nector types is based on the idea of adapting cc)mmunica-

tions protocols to the description of component interactions

in a software architecture.
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Of course the use of protocols as a mechanism for de-

scribing interactions between parts of a system is not new.

However, as we will show, there are three important innova-

tions in our application of this general idea to architectural

description. First, we show how the ideas that have tradi-

tionally been used to characterize message communication

over a network can be applied to description of software

interactions. Second, unlike typical applications of pro-

tocols we distinguish connector types from connector in-

stances. This allows us to define and analyze architectural

connectors independent of their actual use, and then later

“instantiate” them to describe a particular system, thereby

supporting reuse. Third, we show how a connector spec-

ification can be decomposed into parts that simplify its

description and analysis. This allows us to localize and au-

tomate the reasoning about whether a connector instance is

used in a consistent manner in a given system description.

We begin by describing a general framework for archi-

tectural description and then briefly characterize the hard

problems in developing a theory of architectural connec-

tion. Next we outline our notation and illustrate through

examples how it is used to solve these problems. Having

motivated the approach we provide a formal semantics and

show how this leads to a sound deductive system in which

architectural compatibility can be checked in a way analo-

gous to type checking in programming languages. Finally,

we show how this work is related to other approaches to

architectural description.

2 Requirements for a theory of

architectural connection

We take as our starting point a view of architectural de-

scription as a collection of computational components to-

gether with a collection of connectors, which describe the

interactions between the components. While this abstrac-

tion ignores some important aspects of architectural de-

scription (such as hierarchical decomposition, assignment

of computations to processors, and global synchronization

and scheduling), it provides a convenient starting point for

discussing architectural description.

As a simple example, consider a system organized in
a client-server relationship. The components consist of a

server and a set of clients. The connectors determine the

interactions that can take place between the clients and the

servers. In particular, they specify how each client accesses

the server. To give a more precise definition of the system

we must specify the behavior of the components and show

how the connectors define the inter-component interactions.

In this paper we are concerned with providing a formal

notation and theory for such architectural connection. Be-

fore presenting our solution, however, it is worth highlight-

ing the properties of expressweness and analytic capability

that an appropriate theory and notation should have.

An expressive notation for connectors should have three

properties. First, it should allow us to specify common

cases of architectural interaction, such as procedure call,
pipes, event broadcast, and shared variables. Second, it

should allow us to describe complex dynamic interactions

between components. For example, in describing a client-

server connection we might want to say that the server

must be initialized by the client before a service request

can be made. Third, it should allow us to make fine-

grained distinctions between variations of a connector. For

instance, consider interactions defined by shared variable

access. We would like to be able to distinguish at least

the following variants: (a) the shared variable need not be

initialized before it is accessed; (b) the shared variable must

be initialized by a designated “owner” component before it

can be accessed; (c) the shared variable must be initialized

by at least one component, but it doesn’t matter which.

Descriptive power alone is not sufficient: the underlying

theory should also make it possible to analyze architectural

descriptions. First, we should be able to understand the
behavior of a connector independent of the specific context

in which it will be used. For example, we should be able to

understand the abstract behavior of a pipe without knowing

what filters it connects, or even if the components that it

connects are in fact filters. Second, we need to be able to

reason about compositions of components and connectors.

Specifically, our theory should permit us to check that an

architectural description is well-formed in the sense that the

uses of its connectors are compatible with their definitions.

For example, we should be able to detect a mismatch if

we attempt to connect a non-initializing client to a server

that expects to be initialized. Moreover, we would like

these kinds of checks to be automatable. Third, while mis-

matches should be detectable, we would also like to allow

flexibility. For example, (as in Unix) we might want to con-

nect a tile to a filter through a pipe, even though the pipe

expects a filter on both ends. Hence, independent speci-

fication is analogous to type definitions for programming

languages; checking for well-formedness is analogous to

the use of type checking to guarantee that all uses of pro-
cedures are consistent with their definitions; requirements
of flexibility y are analogous to subtyping. In the remainder

of this paper we show how these goals can be realized.

3 Architectural description

We begin by describing our general approach to archi-

tectural description. In the next section we return to the

issue of specifying connectors.
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System SimpleExample

Component Server

Port provide[provideprotocol]

Spec [Server .Tpec$catiOn]
Component Client

Port request[requestprotocol]
Spec [Client specijicatim]

Connector C-S-connector

Role client [client protocol]
Role server [serverprotocol]
Glue [glue protocal]

Instances

s: Server

c: Client

cs: C-S-connector

Attachments

s.provide as cs.server;

c.request as cs,client

end SimpleExample.

Figure 1: A Simple Client-Server System

Figure 1 shows how a simple client-server system would

be described in the WRIGHT architectural description lan-

guage. The architecture of a system is described in three

parts. The first part of the description defines the compo-

nent and connector types. A component type is described

(for the purposes of this paper) as a set of ports and a

component-spec that specifies its function. Each port de-

fines a logical point of interaction between the component

and its environment,’ In this simple example Server and

Client components both have a single port, but in general a

component might might have more.

A connector type is defined by a set of roles and a

glue specification. The roles describe the expected local

behavior of each of the interacting parties. For example,

the client-server connector illustrated above has a client

role and a server role. Although not shown in the figure,

the client role might describe the client’s behavior as a

sequence of alternating requests for service and receipts

of the results. The server role might describe the server’s

behavior as the alternate handling of requests and return of

results. The glue specification describes how the activities

of the client and server roles are coordinated. It would say

that the activities must be sequenced in the order: client

requests service, server handles request, server provides

result, client gets result.

The second part of the system definition is a set of com-

ponent and connector instances. These specify the actual

entitles that will appear in the configuration. In the exam-

ple, there is a single server (s), a single client (c), and a

1Ports are logical entities: there is no implication that a port must be

realized as a port of a task in an operating system

single C-S-connector instance (es).

In the third part of the system definition, component and

connector instances are combined by prescribing which

component ports are attached as (or instantiate) which con-

nector roles. In the example, the client request and server

provide ports are “attached as” the client and server roles

respectively, This means that the connector cs coordinates

the behavior of the ports c.request and s.provide. In a larger

system, there might be other instances of C-S-connector

that define interactions between other ports.

4 Connector specification

The preceding discussion raises a number of questions.

How are ports, roles, and glue defined? What does port

instantiation mean? Are there checkable constraints on

which ports can be instantiated in which roles? What kinds

of analysis can be applied to system configurations? We

now provide answers to these questions.

4.1 Process notation

As outlined above, the roles of a connectc)r describe

the possible behaviors of each participant in an interaction,

while the glue describes how these behaviors are combined

to form a communication. But how do we characterize a

“behavior,” and how do we describe the range of “behav-

iors” that can occur?

Our approach is to describe these behaviors ias interact-

ing protocols. We use a process algebra to model traces

of communication events. Specifically, we use a subset of

CSP [7] to define the protocols of the roles, porl.s and glue.

(In what follows, we will assume that the reader has some

familiarity with CSP.)

While CSP has a rich set of concepts for describing

communicating entities, we will use only a small subset of

these, including:

● Processes and Events: A process describes an entity

that can engage in communication events.2 Events

may be primitive or they can have associated data (as

in e?x and e!x, representing input and outlput of data,

respectively). The simplest process, STOP, is one that

engages in no events. The event J is used represent

the “success” event. The set of events that a process,

P, understands is termed the “alphabet of P,” or cvP.

2It should be clear that by usnrg the term “process” wc do not mean

that the Implementation of the protocol would actually be carried out by

a separate operating system process. That is to say, processes are logical

entities used to specify the components and connectors of a software

architecture.
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● Prefixing: Aprocess thatengages inevente and then

becomes process P is denoted e --+ P.

● Alternative: (“deterministic choice”) A process that

can behave like P or Q, where the choice is made by the

environment, is denoted P DQ. ( “Environment” refers

to the other processes that interact with the process.)

● Decision: (“non-deterministic choice”) A process that

can behave like P or Q, where the choice is made

(non-deterministically) by the process itself, is de-

noted P 11Q.

● Named Processes: Process names can be associated

with a (possibly recursive) process expression. Unlike

CSP, however, we restrict the syntax so that only a

finite number of process names can be introduced.

We do not permit, for example, names of the form

Namei, where i can range over the positive numbers.

In process expressions -+ associates to the right and binds

tighter than either 0 or 11. Soe--+f~PIg--+Qis

equivalent to (e --+ (f ~ P)) D (g + Q).

In addition to this standard notation from CSP we in-

troduce three notational conventions. First, we use the

symbol J to represent a successful] y terminating process.

This is the process that engages in the success event, ~, and

then stops. (In CSP, this process is called SKI P.) Formally,

Second, we allow the introduction of scoped process

names, as follows: let Q = exprl in R.

Third, as in CSP, we allow events and processes to be

labeled. The event e labeled with 1 is denoted l.e, The

operator “:” allows us to label all of the events in a process,

so that 1 : P is the same process as P, but with each of its

events labeled. For our purposes we use the variant of this

operator that does not label /. We use the symbol -E to

represent the set of all unlabeled events.

This subset of CSP defines processes that are essentially

finite state. It provides sequencing, alternation, and rep-

etition, together with deterministic and non-deterministic

event transitions.

4.2 Connector description

To describe a connector type we simply provide process

descriptions for each of its roles and its glue. As a very

simple example, consider the client-server connector intro-

duced earlier.3 This is how it might be written using the

notation just outlined.

3We use simple examples in order to expose the central ideas. The

reader should not assume that this indicates an inabdity to scale to realistic

inter-component protocols. For example, see [10] for a representative

larger application of CSP to protocol definition.

connector Service =
role Client = request!x--+ result?y + Client n /
role Server = invoke?x+ return !y -+ Server D /

glue = Client.request?x-+ Service. invoke!x

-+ Service.return?y +Client result !y+glue

04 -

The Sewer role describes the communication behavior

of the server. It is defined as a process that repeatedly

accepts an invocation and then returns; or it can terminate

with success instead of being invoked. Because we use

the alternative operator ( B ), the choice of invoke or /is

determined by the environment of that role (which, as we

will see, consists of the other roles and the glue).

The Client role describes the communication behavior of

the user of the service. Similar to Server, it is a process that

can call the service and then receive the result repeatedly, or

terminate. However, because we use the decision operator
(17) in this case, the choice of whether to call the service

or to terminate is determined by the role process itself.

Comparing the two roles, note that the two choice operators

allow us to distinguish formally between situations in which

a given role is obliged to provide some services – the case

of Server – and the situation where it may take advantage

of some services if it chooses to do so – the case of Client.

The glue process coordinates the behavior of the two

roles by indicating how the events of the roles work to-

gether. Here glue allows the Client role to decide whether

to call or terminate and then sequences the remaining three

events and their data.

The example above illustrates that the connector de-

scription language is capable of expressing the traditional

notion of providing and using a set of services – the kind

of connection supported by importlexport clauses of mod-

ule interconnection. To take a more interesting example –

one in which the power of the approach becomes evident
—consider the problem of specifying a “shared variable”

connector in such a way that requirements of initialization

are made explicit.

Figure 2 illustrates four possible specifications.4 The

first, Shared Datal, indicates that the data does not require

an explicit initialization value. The second, Shared Data2,
indicates that there is a distinguished role Initializer that

must supply the initial value. The third alternative,
Shared Data3 is similar to the second in that it has an

explicit Initializer role, but it does not require that the other

participant wait for that initialization to proceed. The fi-
nal alternative, Bogus, seems reasonable – the connector

requires that one of the participants initialize the variable,

but does not specify which one. However, if each par-

4In these examples, for simplicity we ignore the data behavior of the

connector. In a fuller shared data connectordescription, each event would

have a data parameter.
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connector Shared Datal =

role User] = set+ Userl n get+ Userl n /
role Userz = set+ Userz n get+ Userz n /
glue = User, .set+glue D Userz.set--iglue

l_JUser, .get--+glue DUserz,get+glue D /

connector Shared Data2 =

role Initializer =

let A = set-+A n get--+A n ~
in set--+A

role User = set+User n get+User n /
glue = let Continue= Initializer. set+ Continue

D User. set--+Continue

D Initializer. get+Continue

D User.get+ContinueH <

in Initializer. set+ Continue H <

connector Shared Data3 =
role Initializer =

let A = set+A n get+A n ~
in set+A

role User = set+User n get+User n J
glue = let Continue= Initializer. set+ Continue

g User. set+Continue

D Initializer.get+ Continue

l_JUser.get+ContinueD /

in Initializer. set+ Continue

~ser.set+Continue 1 J

connector Bogus =

role Userl = set--+Userl n get+ Userl n /
role Userz = set+ Userz n get+ User2 n /
glue = let Continue= User~ .set+Continue

o Userz.set+Continue

D User, .get+Continue

H User2..get+ContinueU /

in Userl .set-+Continue

D User,.set+ContinueD /

Figure 2: Several Shared Data Connectors

connector Pipe =

role Writer = write--+Writer n close+ /

role Reader =

let ExitOnly = close+ /

in let DoRead = (read-Reader

U read-eof+ExitOnly)

in DoRead n ExitOnly

glue = let ReadOnly = Reader.read-+ReadOnly

DReader.read-eof

+Reader.close + /

U Reader.close+ /

in let WriteOnly = Writer. write+WriteOnly

DWriter.close+ /

in Writer. write+glue

OReader.read+gIue

DWriter.close+ReadOnly

D Reader.close_WriteOnly

Figure 3: A Pipe Connector

ticipant proceeds, legally, to perform an initial get, then

the connector will deadlock. We will return to the im-

portant problem of detecting such anomalous behavior in

Section 7.2.

As a more complex example, consider the pipe connec-

tor type. It might appear to be a simple matter to define a

pipe: both the writer and the reader decide when and how

many times they will write or read, after which they will

each close their side of the pipe. In fact, the writer role is

just that simple. The reader, on the other hand, must take
other considerations into account. There must be a way to

inform the reader that there will be no more data. A pipe

connector that describes this behavior is shown in Figure 3.

5 Connector semantics

Informally, the meaning of a connector description is

that the roles are treated as independent processes, con-

strained only by the glue, which serves to coordinate and

interleave the events.

To make this idea precise we use the CSP parallel com-

position operator, l], for interacting processes. The process

P1 IIP2 is one whose behavior is permitted by both PI and

P2. That is, for the events in the intersection of the pro-

cesses’ alphabets, both processes must agree to engage in

the event. We can then take the meaning of a connector
description to be the parallel interaction of the glue and the

roles, where the alphabets of the roles and glue are arranged

so that the desired coordination occurs.
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Definition 1 The meaning of a connector description with

roles RI, R2, . . .. R., and glue Glue is the process:

Glue II (R1:R1 II Rz:Rz II . . . II R~:R”)

where Ri is the (distinct) name of role R,, and

czGlue= R1:XLJR2:X LJ.. .LJ:XLJLJ {W.

In this definition we arrange for the glue’s alphabet to

be the union of all possible events labeled by the respective

role names (e.g. Client, Server), together with the /event.

This allows the glue to interact with each role. In contrast,

(except for ~ the role alphabets are disjoint and so each

role can only interact with the glue. Because J is not

relabeled, all of the roles and glue can (and must) agree on

< for it to occur. In this way we ensure that successful

termination of a connector becomes the joint responsibility

of the all the parties involved.

6 Ports and connector instantiation

Thus far we have concerned ourselves with the defini-

tion of connector types. To complete the picture we must

also describe the ports of components and how those ports

are attached as specific connector roles in the complete

software architecture. (See Figure 1.)
In Wright, component ports are also specified by pro-

cesses: The port process defines the expected behavior of

the component at that particular point of interaction. For

example, a component that uses a shared data item only for

reading might be partially specified as follows:

component DataUser =

port DataRead = get+ DataRead n ~

other ports...

Since the port protocols define the actual behavior of the

components when those ports are associated with the roles,
the port protocol takes the place of the role protocol in

the actual system. Thus, an attached connector is defined

by the protocol that results from the replacement of the

role processes with the associated port processes. More

formally,

Definition 2 The meaning of attaching ports PI . . . P. as

roles RI . . Rn of a connector with glue Glue is the process:

Note that implicit in this definition of attachment is the
idea that port protocols need not be identical to the role

protocols that they replace. This is a reasonable decision

because it allows greater opportunities for reuse. In the

above example, the DataUser component should be able to

interact with another component (via a shared data connec-

tor) even though it never needs to set. As another example,

we would expect to be able to attach a File port as the

Reader role of a pipe (as is commonly done in Unix when

directing the output of a pipe to a file).
But this raises an important question: when is a port

“compatible” with a role? For example, it would be rea-

sonable to forbid DataRead to be used as the Initializer role

for Shared Dataz and Shared Data3 connectors, since these

require an initial set; clearly Data Read will never provide

this event. We consider this issue in the next section.

7 Analyzing architectural descriptions

We now consider the kinds of analysis and checking

that are made possible by our connector notation and for-

malism. Because of space considerations we will limit

ourselves to summarizing the main results: details can be

found elsewhere [2].

7.1 Compatibility (of a port with a role)

An important reason to provide specific definitions of

role protocols is to answer the question “what ports may

be used in this role?’ At first glance it might seem that

the answer is obvious: simply check that the port and role

protocols are equivalent. But as illustrated earlier, it is

important to be able to attach a port that is not identical

to the role. On the other hand, we would like to make

sure that the port fulfills its obligations to the interaction.

For example, if a role requires an initialization as the first

operation (cf., Figure 2), we would like to guarantee that

any port actually performs it.

Informally, we would like to be able to guarantee that

an attached port process always acts in a way that the cor-

responding role process is capable of acting. This can be

recast as follows: When in a situation predicted by the pro-

tocol, the port must always continue the protocol in a way

that the role could have.

In CSP this intuitive notion is captured by the concept of

refinement. Roughly, process Pz refines PI (written PI ~

Pz) if the behaviors of P1 include those of Pz. Technically,
the definition is given in terms of the failures/divergences

model of CSP [7, Chapter 3].

However, it is not possible to use CSP’S definition of re-

finement directly to define port-role compatibility for two

reasons. The first is the technicality that CSP’S ~ relation
assumes that the alphabets of the compared processes are

the same. We can handle this problem simply by augment-

ing the alphabets of the port and role processes so that they

are identical. This is easily accomplished using the CSP
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operator for extending alphabets of processes: P+B extends

the alphabet of process P by the set B.s

The second reason is that even if the port and role have

the same alphabet it maybe that the port process is defined

so that incompatible behavior is possible in general, but

would never arise in the context of the connector to which

it is attached. For example, suppose a component port

has the property that it must be initialized before use, but

that it will crash if it is initialized twice. If we put this

in the context of a connector that guarantees that at most

one initialization will occur (e.g., see Figure 2), then the

anomalous situation will not arise. Although we would

not condone such a component definition, we would expect

that formally the port is compatible with the role.

Thus to evaluate compatibility we need to concern our-

selves only with the behavior of the port restricted to the

contexts in which it might find itself. Technically we can
achieve this result by considering the new process formed

by placing the port process in parallel with the deterministic

process obtained from the role. For a role R, we denote this

latter process det(R). (For details, see [2].)

Thus (using “\” as set difference) we are led to the

following definition of compatibility:

Definition 3 P compat R (“P is compatible with R’) if

R+(cIP\aR) ~ P+(cYR\aP) [1 det(R).

Using these definitions, we see that port

DataRead = get + DataRead n J is compatible with

role User = set + User n get + User n ~ because the

role could always decide to engage in get. On the

other hand, DataRead is not compatible with role

Initializer = let Continue= . . . in set + Continue because

this latter role indicates that at least initially, set must be

offered to the connector.

7.2 Deadlock freedom

While intuitively motivated, our definition of compati-

bility might at first glance appear obscure, and the skeptical

reader may well ask “What good is it anyway?’ Like type

correctness for programming languages, compatibility for

architectural description is intended to provide certain guar-

antees that the system is well formed. By that standard, the

proof of utility for compatibility must be that it does, in

fact, guarantee that important properties hold in a “compat-

ible” system and that, moreover, it is possible to provide

practical tools for compatibility checking. In the remainder

of this section and the next section we demonstrate these

results.

An important property of any system of interacting parts

is that it is free from deadlock. Informally, in terms of con-
nectors this means that two components do not get “stuck”

5Formally, P+B = (PI IS’TOPB ).

in the middle of an interaction, each port expecting the

other to take some action that can never happen. On the

other hand, we do want to allow terminating behaviors in

which all of the ports (and the glue) agree on success. For

example, in a client-server connection it should be possible

for a client to terminate the interaction, provided it does so

at a point expected by the server.

We can make this precise by saying that a connector pro-

cess C is free from deadlock if whenever it is in a situation

where it cannot make progress (formally, its refusal set is

its entire alphabet), then the last event to have taken place

must have been the success event. Thus we have:

Definition 4 A connector C is deadlock-free if for all

(t,ref) E failures(C) such that ref = aC, then last(t) = /.

By definition of port instantiation, a deadlock-free con-

nector will remain deadlock-free when its roles are instan-

tiated with ports that exactly match the roles. However, we

would like to be able to make a stronger claim: namely,

that consistency of a connector with its roles implies con-

sistency with any compatible ports. To achieve this we

need to define another property of connectors that guaran-

tees the glue process does not engage in behavior outside

the union of the behaviors of its roles. This will restrict the

behavior of an instantiated connector to those behaviors

that are covered by port-role compatibility. We need only

restrict the traces for two reasons. First, CSP guarantees

that the glue must refuse any event in its alphabet that does

not continue a valid trace, and secohd, definition 1 ensures

that all possible events are indeed in the glue’s alphabet.

Definition 5 A connector C =

Glue II (Rl:rl II R2:r2 II . . . II RH:rn) is conservative if

traces(Glue) ~ traces(Rl :rl IlR2:r2 II . . . //R. :rJ.

We can now state the theorem that ties all of these ideas

together. It states that compatibility ensures the deadlock

freedom of any instantiated well-formed connector (i.e.,

one that is deadlock free and conservative).

Theorem 1 If a connector

C = Glue II (Rl:Rt [[ R7,:R2 II . . . II R“:Rn) is conservative

and deadlock-free, and lffor i c {1. n}, P, compat Ri, then

C’ = Glue// (Rl :Pl II R2:P2 II . . . II R.:Pn) is deadlock-free.

The proof of this theorem relies on the monotonicity proper-

ties of ~ and on the context providing properties of making

the glue conservative.

The significance of this theorem is twofold. First, it

tells us that local compatibility checking is sufficient to

maintain deadlock freedom for any instantiation. Second,
it provides a kind of soundness check for our definition of
compatibility: under any execution, a compatibly instanti-

ated architectural description retains certain properties.
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8 Automating compatibility checking

As we have indicated, an important motivation for this

work is the potential for automating compatibility checks.

To achieve this, we have constrained our use of the CSP

notation in two ways. First, we have restricted the notation

such that our processes will always be finite. (Of course,

infinite traces are still possible even though we can’t create

an infinite number of processes.) This means that we can

use Model Checking technology [3] to verify properties of

the processes and to check relationships between processes.

Second, we have expressed our checks as refinement tests

on simple functions of the described processes. In other

words, we can express our tests as checks of the predicate

P ~ Q for appropriately constructed finite processes P and

Q. This permits us to apply the emerging technology of

automated verification tools to make these checks.

To illustrate, we show how we would check the com-

patibility of DataRead with the role User using FDR [5],

a commercial tool designed to check refinement conditions

for finite CSP processes, First, to use FDR we must trans-

late our notation to fit the variant of CSP used in this tool.

Recall that in our notation the processes are:

DataRead = get + DataRead R ~

User = set --7 User ~ get+ User ~ ~

These are encoded in FDR6 as:

DATAREAD = (get -> DATAREAD) I - I TICK

USER = (sets -> USER)

l-l (get -> USER)

1- I TICK

To test the compatibility of DataRead with User, we

must determine whether

User+~aDa~uRe.~\ffu.~er)L

DataRead+(~ u,,,,\ QD.t.RwI) II @User)

Because aDataRead C a User, it follows that

‘ser+(aD.t.Re.d\ mU,ser) k tr~kd:

USERPIUS = USER

To encode DataRead+(au,,,,\ @a,&?@ we must encode
the interaction with STOPf,ct]:

DATAREADPIus = DATAREAD [ I{seta}l ] STOP

Next we encode det(User). To do this, we change the
nondeterministic m to the deterministic o:

6we “se the event name se ta instead of se t to avoid a name clash

with a reserved keyword of FDR.

detUSER = (seta -> detUSER)

[ 1 (get -> detUSER)

[ ] TICK

This leaves only the encoding of the
DataRead+~euV,,\aDuruR,.~j II det( User)

DATAREADPD = DATAREADP ~US

interaction

[I{seta, get, tick} II

detUSER

These processes can then be checked for compatibility
by giving FDR the command:

Check “ USERPIUS” “ DATAREADPD”

As with compatibility checking, conservatism and

deadlock-freedom can be checked by tools such as FDR.

The test for conservatism is a straightforward use of trace

refinement, for which FDR provides CheckTrace. Sim-

ilarly, deadlock-freedom can be expressed as a refinement

check of the most nondeterministic deadlock-free process.

Applying these checks to the examples in this paper,

we easily confirmed that only the connector Bogus (Fig-

ure 2) can deadlock. However, we also discovered that

unexpectedly both Shared Data2 and Shared Data3 are not

conservative. Until we ran the checks we had failed to no-

tice that the glue of these connectors permits an immediate

~, whereas the role Initializer prevents this. This dramati-

cally illustrated for us the benefits of automated checking,

even for such relatively simple examples.

9 Comparisons to other approaches

Description of software architecture:

One approach to architectural description is to use the

facilities of a modular programming language. Architec-

tural components are represented by modules (or, in some

cases, objects) for which interfaces define the functionality

of the component in terms of the operations it provides to the

system. “Interactions” between modules are determined by

name matching and the use of “imports” clauses. While the

modularization facilities of programming languages maybe

adequate for structuring the code of a system, we believe
they are not a general solution to the problem of describ-

ing software architectures. The main problem is that they

provide only a limited number of interaction mechanisms –

typically, procedure calls and data sharing. As a result, the

designer is forced to encode abstract interactions between

architectural components in terms of these facilities [1].
Recent research on module interconnection has intro-

duced a number of new mechanisms and richer notions of

module interconnection [16, 18, 19]. These primarily serve
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to extend the basic vocabulary of connection, rather than to

give ways to define new kinds of connection (as does our

work).

A number of other architectural representation lan-

guages have been proposed. Rapide [12] uses Posets as

a formal basis for architectural description, and supports

certain static interface checks, as well as dynamic checks

for satisfaction of predicates over system traces. Other

domain-specific architectural description languages have

been proposed [14, 17]. These latter languages increase

their anal ytic and expressive leverage by specializing to a
particular family of systems.

Other formal models:

Other models of concurrency could have been used to

define the semantics of connectors, including state ma-

chines, pre- and post-conditions, and Petri nets. We in-

vestigated several state machine approaches such as 1/0

Automata [13], StateCharts [6], SMV [4], and SDL [8].

While these systems have been used to model protocols

and have well-defined mechanisms for composition, we

favored the use of CSP for three reasons. First, it has a se-

mantic basis (in terms of traces, divergences, and refusals)

that makes it ideal for characterizing problems of connec-

tor deadlock and for expressing port-role compatibility as

a kind of refinement. Second, it provides a powerful calcu-

lus for composing systems in terms of parallel composition.

Finally, it has industrial-strength tools (such as FDR) for

automated analysis.

Our choice of a “finite” subset of CSP allows us to au-

tomate checking of certain properties of architecture, but it

also limits the expressiveness of the notation. It is possible

to augment our notation with other kinds of formal descrip-

tion. Indeed, the full version of Wright [2] allows the use

of auxiliary trace specifications to characterize non-finite

properties. For example, a pipe connector might have a

trace specification that asserts that data transmission fol-

lows a FIFO discipline, even though this is not directly

expressible in our subset of CSP. Of course, the auxiliary

specifications are not automatically checkable. There are

other properties, however, (such as timing behavior of in-

teractions) that we cannot handle because CSP’S semantic

model is not rich enough. To address such properties, one

can imagine retaining the general descriptive framework

(of ports, roles, and glue) for connectors, but replacing

CSP with an alternative formalism.

Refinement of protocols:

Traditionally, research on protocols has been concerned

with developing algorithms to achieve certain communi-

cation properties – such as reliable communication over a
faulty link. Having developed such an algorithm, the pro-

tocol designer assumes that the participants will precisely

follow the algorithm specified by the protocol.

Our use of protocols differs in two significant ways.
First, our connector protocols specify a set of obligations,

rather than a specific algorithm that must be followed by the

participants. This allows us to admit situations in which the

actual users of the protocol (i. e., the ports) can have quite

different behavior than that specified by the connector class

(via its roles). This approach allows us to adopt a building-

block approach, in which connectors are reused, the context

of reuse determining the actual behavior that occurs.

The second major difference is that our approach pro-

vides a specific way of structuring the description of con-

nector protocols – namely, separation into roles and glue.

The benefit of adopting this structured approach is that it

allows us to localize the checking of compatibility when

we use a connector in a particular context.

There has been some work that, like ours, exploits the

fact that in a constrained situation, the criteria of refinement

can be weakened without compromising substitutability

(e.g., [9]). However, that work uses refinement to indi-

cate substitution of one process for another, in contrast to

our work, in which the role serves as a specification for the

properties of the port (and hence it dejines the context in

which it may be used as well as the properties that the port

must have).

A final example of a use of protocols which relates to

ours is work by Nierstrasz on extending object-oriented

notations to permit specification of object types in terms

of protocols over the services that they provide [15]. Nier-

strasz extends the object class definitions to include a finite-

state process over the methods of the object, and defines a

subtyping relation and instantiation rules that are similar to

our ideas of compatibility. While the motivation is similar
to ours, Nierstrasz considers only one kind of component

interaction: method invocation. Moreover, the refinement

relations that define subtyping and instantiation differ from

our tests in that they are specific to a single class of inter-

action.

10 Conclusions

A significant challenge for software engineering re-

search is to develop a discipline of software architecture.

This paper takes a step towards that goal by providing a

formal basis for describing and reasoning about architec-

tural connection. The novel contributions of our approach

are:

● The treatment of connectors as types that have sepa-
rable semantic definitions (independent of component

interfaces), together with the notion of connector in-

stantiation.
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●

●

The partitioning of connector descriptions into roles

(which define the behavior of participants) and glue

(which coordinates and constrains the interactions be-

tween roles).

The development of formal machinery for automat-

able compatibility checking of architectural descrip-

tions, thereby making many of the benefits of module

interface checking available to designers of software

architectures.

In developing this basis for connectors we have adapted

the more general theory of process algebras and shown how

it can be specialized to the specific problem of connector

specification. While this approach limits the generality

of that theory we argue that it makes the techniques both

accessible and practical. It is accessible because seman-

tic descriptions are syntactically constrained to match the

problem. It is practical because by limiting the power of

expression, we permit automated checking. Moreover, al-

though we have focused only on simple examples in this

paper, the notation can be used to define a wide variety of

rich architectural interactions.

There remain many problems of architectural design that

this paper does not directly address. In particular, our work

on connectors does not explicitly deal with issues asso-

ciated with global architectural constraints such as global

synchronization, scheduling, global analysis of deadlock.

However, the work does open the door to a number of direct

extensions that will broaden its applicability even further.

These include: operators for building complex connectors

out of simpler ones, a theory of connector refinement, and

augmentation of protocol definition with trace specifica-

tions.
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